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The structural features of white, blue-gray, and black titanium dioxide nanotubes 

(TiO2NTs) obtained under different heat treatment conditions [1] were studied to 

establish the reason for their different photo- and electrocatalytic activity in the oxygen 

reduction reaction. Changes in color and photo- and photoelectrocatalytic properties of 

colored TiO2 nanomaterials are associated with the presence of oxygen vacancies, 

Ti3+ ions, surface Ti–OH groups, and (or) Ti–H groups, impurities (such as N, C, F), or a 

combined effect of all of these factors. As a rule, electrochemical oxygen reduction in 

alkaline solutions on TiO2 electrodes occurs directly through one reduction peak at 

potentials of about –0.8 V. On black TiO2NTs obtained by heating in H2, oxygen reduction 

occurs at –0.5 V and –0.8 V. A decrease in the potential for electrocatalytic reduction of 

oxygen, a change in the mechanism of the process, and an increase in current density take 

place at about –0.8 V. An increase in the photocurrent is also observed upon irradiation 

with λ > 420 nm [2]. The peculiarities of its surface structure cause the change in the 

mechanism of oxygen reduction on black TiO2NTs. The influence of the structural 

rearrangement of the TiO2 surface and carbon impurities on the color and properties of 

black TiO2NTs is considered, and the participation of carbon itself in the catalytic reaction 

is also discussed. Carbon is included in the composition of TiO2NTs during their formation 

in an ethylene glycol electrolyte. 
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